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The program, FFTRESOLVE, has been developed for the
Apple II microcomputer to perform digital filtering and
resolution of fused peaks. This program is based on the
Fourier Transform (FT) operations. It uses the FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORM (FFT) algorithm to transform the time-domain points
to the frequency-domain points and vice versa. It uses the
linear additivity property of the FT to fit models into the
observed fused peak via the 1east-squares method.
The most recent technique of deciding the point of
demarcation between the signal frequencies and the noise
frequencies has been implemented in the program.
FFTRESOLVE has been successfully applied to some
experimental data from the literature. It handles peak
systems of Gaussian (e.g. chromatograms, UV-VIS spectra) or
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A recurring problem in spectroscopic studies is that
of the incomplete separation of signals (sometimes refered
to as fused peaks) due to the low resolution of the instru¬
ment or the similarities in the properties of the species
being studied. Another possible problem is a low signal-
to-noise ratio which can arise from instrument limitations
or else weak samples. A relatively large amount of noise
impairs the interpretation of the information contained in
the signal.
Instances where these problems occur include the
following:(i)spectroscopic studies using IR,UV-VIS and NMR
technique s,(ii)chromatographic separations,(iii)polarographic studies.
The chemist deduces information about the system being
studied through the analysis of its spectrum. Parameters of
interest may be the transition frequencies, intensities,
line shapes, or splitting of bands^*
From the study of line shapes, which is our concern in
this work, the following information can be obtained: areas
of peaks may be related to the quantity of each species in a
2
given sample (as in chromatographic studies ), peak
Intensities may be related to concentrations of species (as
3
in fast sweep voltammetric studies ), and peak positions
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and peak bandwldths may be used to characterise types of
transitions in complexes (as in UV-VIS studies^). These
examples are not exhaustive.
In this work a program, FFTRESOLVE, has been developed
to smooth noisy spectra and to resolve fused peak systems
into their components. The program, written in UCSD Pascal,
la based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm^, an
operation which is capable of transforming real data points
from the time domain to the spatial frequency domain and
vice versa. FFTRESOLVE also implements the technique used by
Lam and Isenhour^ to determine the cutoff frequency point.
This program takes advantage of the linear additivity
theorem of the Fourier Transform (FT) operation in order to
perform model fitting by the least-squares method. The two
common line shapes dealt with are the Gaussian and the
Lorentzian. In order to perform spectral resolution, the
program determines the following three peak parameters: peak
height, peak position and peak width at half peak height.
A brief review of the FT applications in spectral
resolution and digital filtering is given in the next
section. It will be followed by an outline of the theory
underlying the operation of this program.
A listing of the program FFTRESOLVE and all other
auxiliary programs used in this project will be found in the
Ap pendlce s.
Literature Review
Since noise is inherent in any instrumental measure¬
ment, it cannot be completely eliminated, but it can be
reduced. Thus, one of the primary goals in the development
of instrumentation for spectroscopic studies has been to
increase the signa1-to-noise ratio. The use of different
forms of integrated circuits in operational amplifiers to
make filters, integrators and differentiators provides
t
examples of the hardware techniques that have been
implemented in instrumentation in order to increase the
signa1-to-nolse ratio.
The hardware techniques suffer from restricted
flexibility in that they may not be easily adapted to
changing experimental conditions. It is this realization
that has caused chemists to move to the use of software
techniques. Software techniques include boxcar averaging,
weighted digital filtering (the most popular method being
that of Savitzky and Golay^) and ensemble averaging. The
suitability and limitations of these methods are discussed
Q
in the literature .
While the hardware techniques are built into
instruments, the software techniques are programmable
algorithms, so that they are more flexible and can be used
in post-processing chemical data. In addition to the above-
mentioned software techniques, a new mathematical operation
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known as the Fourier Transform (FT) is becoming more
popular.
The fourier transformation provides a very poxverful
method of analyzing a spectrum. Its applications fall into
the two main categories:
(i) the use of FT to enhance normal techniques and to
produce spectroscopic methods such as FT-IR, FT-NMR;
(ii) transforming conventional signals by multiplying
9
them with suitable conditioning functions in order to
achieve digital filtering and other useful signal
modifications.
The development of the FFT algorithm ^ (which
increases the speed of FT calculations) has greatly extended
the applications of FT, examples of which are:
(i) resolution enhancement of peaks by mathematically
narrowing or sharpening the peaks without changing the peak
9
area ,
(ii) smoothing a spectrum using some pre-determined weighted
functions^^,
(iii) differentiation of the spectrum in order to enhance
the spectral information, for example, the first derivative
of a peak may be used as an aid to locate peak positions.
The applications of interest in this work are the
resolution enhancement and high frequency smoothing
technique s.
Resolution Enhancement
Resolution enhancement, as noted by Horlick^^, is
desirable because the observed spectrum is often not a true
representation of the real spectrum. It is a convoluted
spectrum arising from the product of the true spectrum and
the resolution function of the instrument (usually
determined by the slit width).
The convolution theorem, equation (1), has been applied
widely in resolution enhancement techniques'^.
g(t)*h(t) < > G(f)H(f) (1)
It allows one to convolve two functions in the time
domain by simple multiplication in the frequency domain.
That is, if h(t) has the Fourier transform H(f) and g(t) has
the Fourier transform G(f) then g(t)*h(t) (note: the * is
the symbol for the convolution operation) has the Fourier
transform G(f)H(f). Inversion of the convolution theorem
provides a technique for deconvolution or resolution
enhancement:
g(t)*h(t) = ^£^r)h(t-r)dr (2)
= F“^|G(f)H(f )j .
where (t-r) is the shifting distance between the origins of
the function g(t) and h(t).
1 2
Beech used a combination of the 1 east-squares and
Taylor series methods to deconvolute fused peak systems of a
-6-
ffaussian shape. His method was applied to the time domain
representation of the experimental spectrum. Since
calculations of this type are iterative and the time domain
representation requires many data points to accurately
represent the experimental spectrum. Beech's method needs
considerable computational capability.
3
Binkley and Dessy have used the fast Fourier transforms
to perform linear least-squares parameter estimation in the
spatial frequency domain. This technique makes use of the FT
linearity theorem. Its advantage over the Beech method is
that only a few points in the frequency domain are required
to represent a complete peak in the time domain.
The parameters of interest in their work were the
concentrations of species in a sample. These parameters were
determined in the spatial frequency domain. In the present
work the FFT is used to estimate Gaussian and Lorentzian peak
parameters by applying the linear least-squares method in the
spatial frequency domain. An inverse FFT re-generates the
data points which define the peaks, from which the peak
parameters of interest are estimated.
High Frequency Smoothing
It was observed that spectrum smoothing by multiplying
the FT data with a weighted function suffers from the
potential problem of over-smoothing the spectrum, leading to
partial loss of signal information. Effective smoothing
-7- .
involves the determination of an optimum cutoff frequency
for the weighted function.
9
In 1971, Kirmse and Westerberg used the FFT to remove
noise and resolve fused chromatograms. In order to determine
a cutoff frequency, a set of data points were Fourier
transformed. A quantity called the power spectrum (given by
equation(3))
P(f) = X EXP(-4 xn'^ X f^ X SIGMA^), (3)
where A = constant and f = frequency, was calculated in the
region of the spectrum where noise frequency was
predominant. Searching towards the predominantly signal
frequency region, a frequency point that would make a new
power spectrum, P(f)gignai. 5 times greater than P(f)noise
was located. The search was then concentrated between
P(f)^Qj^gg and ^(^^signal’ first frequency that made
P(f)signai l®ss than or equal to ^(f)jjoise taken as the
cutoff frequency.
In 1972 Horlick^^ used a number of filtering
functions on the transformed data set. He concluded that the
choice of a cutoff frequency depended on the specific
experimental conditions, the amount of filtering required
and the degree of signal distortion that could be tolerated.
1 3
Davis and Rogers used a quantity called frequency
amplitude given by equation (4).
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= V(REAL imaG^^)' (4)
where A = frequency amplitude, REAL is the real spatial
frequencies, IMAG is the imaginary spatial frequencies, i
takes the integer numbers between 1 and N/2 and N is the
total number of the points being transformed.
A set of data was Fourier transformed, followed by
calculating the frequency amplitudes. All those frequencies
which had the amplitudes less than 0.1% of the maximum
amplitude were set to zero. The inverse FFT gave a smoothed
peak.
About the same time as Davis and Rogers, Bush^^ Fourier
transformed a set of data points and also calculated the
amplitudes. He then used the last few points (higher
frequency region) to calculate a standard deviation. A point
was added one at a time to the existing points in the
direction of lower frequencies and the standard deviation
re-calculated. The cutoff frequency was decided on when
there was a significant rise (5% to 40%) in the computed
standard deviation.
These techniques indicate a large measure of arbitrary
decision on the cutoff frequency point. They also require a
considerable amount of computation. The theory section of
this work elaborates on the Lam and Isenhour technique for
determining a cutoff point.
Theory
Fourier Transformation is a technique used to analyse
the frequency content of a spectrum. A Fourier transform on
a set of digitized points of a signal gives the amplitude of
the spatial frequencies whose units are the reciprocal of
the units in the time domain. It is this resulting frequency
spectrum that provides chemists with insight into the noise
content of the original signal. The mathematical description
of the FFT algorithm is given by equation (5):
N-1
A(r) = r = 0,....N-1 (5)
where W = EXP(-2 i/N), X(k) = array of points to be
transformed, A(r) * array of points transformed, and N is
the total number of points describing a peak or fused peaks.
Equation (5) represents a forward transformation which
converts points from the time domain to the frequency
domain. The inverse FFT is represented by equation (6).
X(k)= ^(r)w”’^^, k =0,....N-l (6)
It follows from the definition of W that the result of
FFT operation on real data consists of two arrays of spatial
frequencies, one real and one imaginary. Typical output by
FFT on a noisy Gaussian peak is shown in figure 1. We note
in figure 1(b) that the lower frequencies occupy the first
-9-
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portion of the graph while the higher frequencies occupy the
latter portion of the graph. Also, the first half of the
graph shows the real spatial frequencies while the last half
shows the imaginary spatial frequencies. Another point to
note is that the spatial frequency plot does not inform us
how many peaks the signal has in the time domain.
If it is assumed that the noise component of the
experimental signal consists of higher frequencies than the
true signal then the noise can be eliminated by zeroing the
high frequency components. This is the basis of spectral
smoothing techniques.
The following rules must be observed in data treatment
when using the FFT transformations;
(i) the data points must occur at fixed, uniform intervals
along a chosen abscissa;
(ii) the data points must be from a continous function;
(iii) the total number of data points must be such that it
is a multiple of a positive integer to base 2;
(iv) the FT is a cyclic operation. The original spectrum can
be re-generated by taking the FFT inverse of the real and
imaginary frequency points; proper scaling factors must be
taken into account.
*-11-
Fig. 1: The forward FT on a noisy signal, (a) un t r ans f o rme d
signal in the time domain; (b) display of the transformed
signa1•
The version of the FFT used in this work^^ requires
that the original array of points be divided initially by
half of the total number of points before performing the
forward FFT. Then the transformed points, excluding the
first points of the real and the imaginary arrays, are
divided by 4 before the inverse FFT is performed.
The general properties of the Fourier Transform are
presented by Brigham^ , but the property pertinent to us is
that of linearity. If x(t) and y(t) have the Fourier
transforms X(f) and Y(f), respectively, then the sum x(t) +
y(t) has the Fourier transform X(f) + Y(f). In other words,
x(t) + y(t) < > X(f) + Y(f) (the two-way arrow is read as
“are Fourier transforms of"). The importance of this
property is that the FT can be used to analyze linear
systems such as occur in absorption spectroscopy.
In the LITERATURE REVIEW section we discussed the general
problem of choosing a cut-off frequency. Lam and Isenhour^
defines a quantity called the equivalent width in working
out a cutoff frequency. For a function g(t), EWT is the
equivalent width in the time domain
(7)EWT
where g(t') gives the maximum height of the function.
The EWT is related to the equivalent width in the
frequency domain (EWF) by equation (8)
EWT=1/EWF (8)
For a Gaussian line, the shape function is given by
g(t) = H X EXP(-(t’-t)^/(2 X SIGMA^)) (9)
where H =• peak height, SIGMA = standard deviation and t' =
peak position. Equations (7) and (9) yield (10):
EWT =» SIGMA X (10)
For a Lorentzian line, the shape function is given by;
L(t) =- H/(l+4[(t'-t)/THETA]^) (11)
where THETA = half-width of the peak at half the peak
height. The equivalent width becomes
EWT =» THETA x tt /2. (12)
The half-width, THETA, is estimated from the fused
peak. The standard deviation, SIGMA, is then related to
THETA by equation (13) for a Gaussian line shape.
THETA - SIGMA (8 x In 2) . (13)
In order to use the above information for determining a
cutoff point, the strategy below is followed.
(i) of the fused peaks, the one with the narrowest half¬
width is chosen; it will contain more noise frequencies than
those peaks with broader bandwldths;
(ii) the equivalent width in the time domain is calculated
-14-
uslng equation (10) or (12);
(lii) the maximum frequency (Fmax) is calculated via the
Nyquist's criterion:
Fmax = 1/(2 x INCR),
where INCR is the sampling time interval given by:
INCR => RANGE/ (N-1 ) .
RANGE is the difference between the initial and the final
sampling times and N is the total number of points; for N
points there will be N/2 real and N/2 imaginary points
arising from the definition of W in equation (5).
(iv) The number of points, m, to be retained in each of the
N/2 arrays will be given by equation (14):
m = (EWF/Fmax) x N/2 (14)
Because of the uncertainty in the value of THETA, which is
estimated from a noisy spectrum and which determines the
number of points to be retained, a large value is initially
chosen and then decremented in suitable steps. For each
THETA, a forward FT is performed on the noisy spectrum
followed by an inverse FT after filtering. The sum of the
squares of the deviations of the current points from the
original points is calculated. An optimum cutoff point
occurs when this sum reaches a minimum.
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Once the cutoff point has been determined, the m points
of real and imaginary arrays are stored in a file. Suitable
models are synthesized via functions (9) or (11), Fourier
transformed, and their frequencies also stored in files.
The next step is to fit the models into the fused peak
17 18
system using a linear 1 eas t-*squar es method ’ . For real
spatial frequencies, the 1east-squares formulation is as
follows
MR(i) = a(j) X f(i,j) (15)
where MR “the model for real frequencies, and a(j) “ the
coefficients being sought for.
The matrix f, which is the frequencies of the various
peaks of the model, can be written as
f(1.1) f(l,2) - - f(l.j)
f(2,l) f(2,2) - - f(2,j)
f (i.l) f(i.2) - -
(16)
where i “ the total number of points retained after the cut
off point (m) and j “ total number of the model peaks
(TOTB ) .





If Y(m) holds the frequencies of the observed fused
peak system whose model is being sought for, then the
residuals (E(m)) are given by (18) and (19);-






- Y(i) - f(i,j)a(j) (19)
The sum of the squares of the residuals is then given
by
S = E(m)'E(m) (20)
where the apostrophe is read as "transpose of" .
S =■ ^(m) - f(m) ^J’|Y(m) - f(m) ^ j (21)
When the sum of the squares of the residuals is
minimized by the usual method of taking the derivative of S
with respect to ^ and equating the results to zero, we
obtain equation (22) which gives us the solution for
^ = |^f(m)'f(m)J ^^f(m)Y(m) (22)
-17-
A model from the imaginary spatial frequencies is
similarly defined as in equation (17)
MI(1) = b(j) ^23)
^1
where f(i,j) now is the Imaginary spatial frequencies of the
varius peaks of the model. The solution for b(j) =« % takes
the same form as equation (22).
Once the values of .3^ and have been solved for,
their averages are calculated. The averaged values are used
in equations (15) and (23) to calculate the final
frequencies of the peak components. Of the three peak
parameters, the peak position and peak width are the most
critical in achieving good resolution.
In looking for the best model, the peak widths are
initially over- estimated and the peak positions are under¬
estimated. Each time MR's and Mi's are calculated, the sum
of the squares of the residuals as well as the correlation
coefficient are calculated. It was observed that if the sum,
SUMSQR, fell below the value 10, then the model was
satisfactory.
The correlation coeffient, which measures the degree
of agreement between the observables and the model, was
also calculated by using equation (24).
-18-
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where S is the sun of the squares of the residuals and q
is the total number of the frequency points, real and
imaginary.
If the value of CORRELATE goes to unity, then the
model is considered satisfactory. Else the peak widths are
decremented by 2%, and the above process repeated. If after
adjusting the peak widths, the said conditions are still not
met, then the peak positions are incremented by 0.5% and the
above process repeated once more.
If the model is satisfactory, then the spatial
frequency points of all the individual peaks are
reconstructed and submitted to the EFT inverse procedure.
The resulting points contain the peak parameters which need
to be sorted out by examining the functions that define the
peaks.
In both the Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks, the maximum
of a peak is easily located by the statement:
FOR I; - 1 TO N DO
IF X[I] > ABSORB TREN ABSORB: - X[I]; (25)
The value of I corresponding to ABSORB is stored in
order to calculate the position parameter WAVEMAX:
-19-
WAVEMAX: - INIT + INCR x (I-l), (26)
where INIT = Initial point of the abscissa, and INCR =
abscissa Interval. From equation (9) and by the definition
of THETA,
H/2 = H X EXP(-(t'-t^/2^^/^2xSIGMA^)) (27)
from which
SIGMA - (t'-tj^/2^/ 2). (28)
By the same reasoning,for a Lorentzlan shape
THETA - 2 X
Throughout this section WAVEMAX corresponds to t'. The
quantity t ^ 2 value of t at half maximum height H. It
Is located and used In equations (23) or (29) to calculate
THETA.
The calculated peak parameters are displayed on the




An Apple II microcomputer was used for program
developement, debugging and execution. Advantage was taken
of the large mass storage device, the Corvus System
(20Mbyte&), to which all the Apple II's and the Digital PDP-
11 in this laboratory are connected. H1gh-reso1ution
graphics Mode (280 by 192 pixels) was used for plotting the
resolved peak components. Further advantage was taken of the
recently implemented Core Graphics package unit. This unit
allows programs developed on Apple II to be executed on the
IBM PC microcomputer.
The UCSD - P system has a number of useful software
options which allow it to handle large programs. These
include the following, which were used in this work;
(i) The "INCLUDE" option, (* $ IFILENAME.TEXT*) , allows a
procedure to be written and stored in a separate text file
from that containing the main program. During compilation,
that procedure is compiled just as if it were in the same
file as the main program. This option is placed anywhere
between the VAR declarations and BEGIN of the main program.
(ii) SEGMENTATION of procedures allows long programs to be
divided into segments. Each segment procedure resides in the
computer memory only when referenced by the main program,
(ill) The "SWAPPING" option, (*$S+*), allows more space for
-20-
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symbol table storage during compilation. The compiler has
two main parts, one processes declarations and the other
handles statements. This option allows one part at a time to
be memory resident. This option is placed immediately before
the PROGRAM statement.
(iv) The "NOLOAD" option, (*$N+*), makes it possible for the
units in the libraries to reside in memory with the main
program only when those units are required during program
execution. This option is helpful in cases where the main
program and a unit in the library exceed the memory space in
the computer. This option is placed immediately after the
BEGIN of the main program.
(v) The "RESIDENT" option, (*$R UNIT1,UNIT2,.. *), allows a
unit that is used by a procedure to reside with that
procedure for as long as that procedure or function remains
active. For example, in FFTRESOLVE, PROCEDURE PLOT uses
TURTLEGRAPHICS and COREGRAPH. If the NOLOAD option alone is
used, the program will load these two units alternately,
thus drastically slowing down program execution. But if the
RESIDENT option is used, then the plotting of points occurs
much faster. This option is placed immediately after the




All the required programs were developed in the UCSD -
P system PASCAL language* The main program, FFTRESOLVE, uses
UNIT FOURIER to calculate spatial frequency- and time-domain
points. This unit was developed from the Fourier transform
routine as presented in Cooper^^* It was then stored in a
user-created library, the FFT.LIBRARY.
Program SPECTRUM was used for synthesizing a fused peak
system of either the Gaussian or Lorentzian type. The
points, ranging in number from 64 to 256, were stored in a
file named FUSED. High-frequency noise was added to the
synthesized point by using the RANDOM function in UNIT
APPLESTUFF. The resulting points were stored in the file
NOISE. The RANDOM function was modified such that for any
given range, (MIN, MAX), half of the generated numbers v/ere
positive and the other half were negative. This modification
was necessary so that symmetrical noise was added to the
spectrum.
The purpose of CREATEFILE was to hold all the input
which would otherwise be entered via the keyboard during
program execution. This arrangement avoids fatal errors at
execution time arising from the user pressing a number
instead of a character or vice versa. The purpose of RITERID
was to create files of real data points whose origin was not
from SPECTRUM. For example, points for file CHROMATOGRAM
were entered into the file via RITERID.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Input Data
Before execution of FFTRESOLVE, the points describing
a fused peak system are in the file #4:FUSED and the points
to which noise has been added are in the file /i*4:N0ISE. If
SPECTRUM was used to generate these points, then they are
automatically stored in these files. If RITERID was used to
create a file of these points, then the created file is
transfered to the named files using the T(RANSFER command.
The file #4;MASTER which is created by CREATEFILE
holds the following input;
Row 1: "RANGE" is the difference between the initial and
the final points of the abscissa, (REAL);
"THETA” is the smallest peak width of the fused
peak systemused to determine the cutoff point,
(REAL);
"DECREMENT" is the amount, 2% to 5% of THETA, by
which THETA is decremented, (REAL);
Row 2: "GL" is an option for whether to process a
Gaussian or Lorentzian function, (STRING);
Row 3: "INIT" is the initial point on the abscissa
scale, (REAL);
"TOTB" is the total number of peaks in the fused
peak system; it takes values 1 to 8, (INTEGER);
"DIRECTION" is 1 if the abscissa points are
increasing from the initial to the final;
-23-
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otherwlse it is -1, (INTEGER);
Row 4 to 4+TOTB:
"ABSORB”, "WAVEMAX" and "WID" are the peak
parameters sought for, (REAL);
Next Row:
"BAND 1 ....TOTB” are files which hold 2 x m points
after digital filtering, (ARRAY [ 1 ..8 ] OF STRING);
Next Row:
"PEAK1....T0TB" are files which hold N points
after FFT inverse operation, (ARRAY [ 1 ..8 ] OF STRING);
Last T wo R ows:
"INITIAL" AND "FINAL" are labels indicating the
initial and final points and their units in the
abscissa coordinate, (STRING).
Procedures of FFTRESOLVE
The following paragraphs describe the various
procedures of FFTRESOLVE.
(1) SEGMENT PROCEDURE HEADER, the first procedure to be
called by the main program, briefly informs the user what
the program is supposed to do. The name of the system being
analysed and the date on which FFTRESOLVE was run are
entered here. This procedure also assures the user whether
the program is running properly or not.
(2) SEGMENT PROCEDURE TRANSFORM does the following major tasks
(i) Data points describing a fused spectrum are read
from an on-line file, //4;N0ISE, into the X-array. Since
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the FFT algorithm requires that the total number of points
to be transformed be N = 2^, zero-filling is performed
after the points have been read into the X-array. Further,
zero-filling alters the RANGE value, so that a new range,
called FILRANGE, is calculated as:
FILRANGE: » (RANGE x N)/N1,
where Ml is the number of experimental points.
(ii) The cutoff point is determined here via PROCEDURE
CUTOFF in an iterative manner. Points are read from
#4:N0ISE and Fourier transformed. The number of points
to be retained in the frequency domain is calculated
using the current value of SIGMA (equation (14)) in
PROCEDURE FILTER. Each time PROCEDURE STORE is called to
hold the retained frequency points, the X-array is
destroyed; therefore the filtered points are stored in the
file #4:N0ISEFWD immediately after filtering. This file is
then opened to PROCEDURE STORE only after the cutoff point
has been determined.
An on-line file, #4:FINAL, is also opened to hold the
final FFT inverse points which describe the filtered
s pe c t rum.
(3) SEGMENT PROCEDURE MODELS does three major tasks:
(i) It synthesizes model points using the initially
estimated peak parameters and either the Gaussian or the
Lorentzian function.
(ii) These points are Fourier transformed and their
-26-,
real and imaginary points, 2 x m in all, stored in files
BAND1,BAND2, . . .TOTB.
(iii) The peak, widths or peak positions are adjusted
here if the model does not meet the conditions set down
in SIMULSOLVE.
(4) SEGMENT PROCEDURE SIMULSOLVE does the following tasks:
(i) File #4:0BSERVED which holds real and imaginary
frequencies of the fused spectrum and all the files holding
model frequencies are read one after the other to
PROCEDURE SIMULSOLVE where a least-squares method is used
to fit the model frequencies into the fused peak
frequencies. A matrix inversion procedure for solving MTM
was taken from Cooper^^.
(il) In PROCEDURE TEST, goodness of fit is tested by
calculating the sum of the squares of deviations (SUMSQR) of
the model frequencies from the fused peak
frequencies(OBSREAL or OBSIMAG).
A correlation coefficient, given by equation (24), is
also calculated to test how much the model and fused peak
frequencies are correlated. SUMSQR and CORRELATE are printed
out each time a new model is processed.
(ill) Once the model is considered satisfactory, the
real and imaginary frequencies of each peak are built into
one array of 2 x m points and stored in files
PEAKl, . ..PEAKTOTB.
-11-(5)SEGMENT PROCEDURE CONSTRUCT does the following tasks:
(1) Arrays from files PEAKl to PEAKTOTB are read
one at a time and then zero-filled so that the total number
of points equals N.
(ii) The rebuilt points are each submitted to FFT
INVERSE and the resulting points stored in files
PEAKl, . . .PEAKTOTB.
(ill) The above files are opened, one at a time, to
PROCEDURE PARAMETERS where the three peak parameters are
calculated according to the theory outlined above and then
printed out as final output on a hard copy.
(6) SEGMENT PROCEDURE PLOT performs the last important task:
it displays the fused peak along with its peak
components. A hard copy option is provided. After this
task, FFTRESOLVE comes to an END. The user exits by
pressing the RETURN key.
(7) UNIT FOURIER which was developed from the Fourier
Transform routines presented in Cooper^^ was stored in a
user-created library, FFT.LIBRARY. The commands used for
creating a new library and for formatting a UNIT PROGRAM
1 9
are as given in the reference manual . While the units in
the SYSTEM .LIBRARY are accessed by the main program via the
USES declaration, the user-created units require (*$U
NAME.LIBRARY*)FILENAME declaration, where NAME.LIBRARY is
the library name and FILENAME is the text file name to which
the UNIT was stored. Once the UNIT was Implemented, FFTFWD
-28- .
and FFTINVERSE procedures were written and used throughout
FFTRESOLVE when required.
(8) FFTRESOLVE, the main program, is the 8th
performs all the necessary tasks by calling the
The calling sequence is shown in figure 2 .
Fig. The calling sequence of FFTRESOLVE.
e gmen t. 11
procedures.
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The flow chart, figure 3, summarises how FFTRESOLVE
runs. When the data points describing the fused peak system
(')lf4:FUSED’) and those to which random noise has been added
('#4:N0ISE') are available, and when the input data has been
entered to ('#4; MASTER’) via CREATEFILE, then the user can
start to execute FFTRESOLVE.
(1) The file (’//4 : NO I S E ' ) is read into the X[I] array
and zero-filling performed if necessary. The FFT forward on
X[I] is taken and, using the current value of EWF, the
supposedly noisey frequencies are zeroed. SIGMA is
decremented, hence EWT. The FFT inverse of the filtered
points is taken, the deviations between the resulting points
and those points in ('#4:FUSED') are calculated. The program
squares these deviations, sums them up and reports SSQR. The
current SSQR is stored temporarily in TEMP. Before the
first calculation of SSQR, SSQR and TEMP are initialized at
a large value of 1 x 10E20 ( we don®t expect the value of
SSQR to exceed this value!). The program continues to
decrement SIGMA until TEMP is less than SSQR. When this
condition is fulfilled, then the program has determined the
best cutoff point. The final points describing the filtered
peak are stored in ('#4;FINAL') for future use.
(2) Procedure MODELS generates model peaks, fourier
transforms them and then submits the frequencies to
procedure SIMULSOLVE. In SIMULSOLVE the frequencies of the
model are fitted to those of the fused peak (the
-30-
observables). Again the program compares the current SSQR
with the previous one (TEMPSS). If, after adjusting the peak
widths, SSQR has passed its minimum point and it is still
greater than 10, the program proceeds to make adjustments on
the peak positions, holding the peak widths constant. When
the set condition has been met, the program takes the FFT
inverse of the individual peak frequencies. The inverse
fourier transformed points are submitted to procedure
CONSTRUCT.
(3) In procedure CONSTRUCT the program sorts out the
peak parameters of the individual peaks, displays them on
the hard copy. The filtered fused peak and its components
are also displayed on the screen. The user has the option to





Fig. 3; Outline of the flow ehart of FFTRESOLVE.
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Cyclic Operation of FFT
By using simulated data from PROGRAM SPECTRUM It was
possible to check the program performance. Specific aspects
observed Included reproducibility of the points transformed
(tlme'-domaln/frequency-domain), efficiency and the effect of
zero-filling. Fourier transformations are cyclic operations
if proper scaling factors are taken Into account. The series
8, 16, 24, ...128 was used to work out the proper scaling
factors.
Transformation was found to be completely cyclic If the
16 points were Initially divided by 8, (N/2), before
submission to FFT forward, followed by dividing the
transformed points by 4, excepting the first real and first
imaginary frequency points, before submission to FFT
Inverse. In other words, for any N-points array, the array
must be divided by N/2, followed by 4. Table 1 shows the
transformations of the above 16-point array.
Testing the Method
Estimation of the peak parameters was done on the time-
domain peak points by using equations (25) through (29). The
accuracy of the method used was tested on a series of peak
points free of noise. Table 2 shows the Gaussian peak
parameters as enter'ed In SFECTRUM and the output as
calculated by PROCEDURE CONSTRUCT in FFTRESOLVE. The last
row In Table 2;~ gives the percent average deviation In
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8.00 1.00 64.00 64.00 8.00
16.00 2.00 -16.00 -4.00 16.00
24.00 3.00 -16.00 -4.00 24.00
32.00 4.00 -16.00 -4.00 32.00
40.00 5.00 -16.00 -4.00 40.00
48.00 6.00 -16.00 -4.00 48.00
56.00 7.00 -16.00 -4.00 56.00
64.00 8.00 -16.00 -4.00 64.00
72.00 9.00 72.00 72.00 72.00
80.00 10.00 80.4374 20.1094 80.00
88.00 11.00 38.6274 9.6569 88.00
96.00 12.00 23.9457 5.9864 96.00
104.00 13.00 16.00 4.00 104.00
112.00 14.00 10.6909 2.6727 112.00
120.00 15.00 6.6274 1.6569 120.00
128.00 16.00 3.1826 0.7957 128.00
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Tab]^ 2.The Gaussian Input/Output Parameters
Input Parameters
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION HALF-WIDTH
BANDl 35.00 17000.00 1600.00
BAND2 40.00 16500.00 1500.00
BAND3 40.00 18000.00 1400.00
BANDA 35.00 18500.00 1450.00
BANDS 45.00 19000.00 1600.00
BAND6 40.00 19500.00 1300.00
BAND? 50.00 18200.00 1500.00
BANDS 50.00 17300.00 1200.00
BAND9 45.00 17400.00 1300.00
Output Parameters
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION HALF-WIDTH
BANDl 34.9957 16982.4 1589.72
BAND2 39.9975 16511.8 1519.07
BAND3 39.9936 17982.4 1413.09
BANDA 34.9977 18511.8 1448.41
BANDS 44.9945 18982.4 1589.72
BAND6 39.9967 19511.8 1307.10
BAND? 49.9931 18217.6 1483.74
BAND8 49.9808 7276.5 1201.12
BAND9 44.9991 7394.1 1307.10
%AVE .DEV . 0.012 0.073 0.66
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the parameters. It was found to be smallest In the peak
heights and largest in the peak half-widths. This should be
the case since we are simply selecting the maximum number in
the case of peak heights. No computations are involved.
Table 3 shows similar observations for the Lorentzian
line shape, but the % average deviations a re higher for the
Lorentzian than for the Gaussian parameters.
Table 3. The Lorentzian Input/Output Parameters.
Input Parameters
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION HALF-WIDTH
BANDl 40.00 15000.00 1400.00
BAND2 35.00 17000.00 1200.00
BANDS 30.00 18000.00 1000.00
BAND4 30.00 19000.00 1100.00
BANDS 40.00 20000.00 1250.00
Output Parameters
BANDl 39.9746 14982.4 1411.76
BAND2 34.9698 16982.4 1176.47
BANDS 29.9627 17982.4 1000.00
BAND4 29.9691 18982.4 1117.65
BAND5 39.9681 19982.4 1235.29
%AVE.DEV . 0 .09 0.10 1.12
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Effect of Adding Noise
Program performance was also evaluated by Fourier
transforming spectra of varying noise content and then
focusing on the effect of noise on the peak parameters. The
« ^
random function In UNIT APPLESTUFF was used to generate
random numbers. The range In RND(MAX,MIN) was arbitrarily
set at MAX=5, MIN=1. The magnitude of noise could then be
varied by a multiplying factor, PERCENT. The random numbers
were modified as follows:
FOR I: “ 1 TO N DO
X[I]: = X[I]+PERCENT * (CHAOS-2.5);
where CHAOS Is the random number between 1 and 5. The
expression In parenthesis ensures that noise addition is
random, that is, either positive or negative. The variable
PERCENT was varied between 0 and 11. Table 4 shows % errors
incurred by the parameters as PERCENT was increased. The
last row gives the regression values between % errors and
the noise magnitude, (PERCENT).
It was observed that the regression values for peak
position and half-width were very low, indicating that noise
added did not significantly relate to errors observed. There
was significant relation in the case of peak heights, with a
regression of 0.8. It was decided that values of PERCENT
equal to 5 and above should not be used since they
introduced errors of 2 % and greater. For all the simulated
data used in this work, PERCENT was fixed at 3. The peak
parameters of BANDl in Table 1 were used in Table 4.
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Table Effect of varying the noise on t.h e peak
parameters.
PERCENT HEIGHT %ERR0R POSITION %ERR0R WDTH %ERR0R
INPUT 35.0000 - 17000.0 - 1600.00 -
0 34.9957 0.01 16982.4 0.10 1589.72 0.64
1 34.7903 0.60 17041.2 0.24 1625.05 1.56
3 34.6369 1.00 17158.8 0.90 1589.72 0.64
5 34.8734 0.40 16923.5 0.45 1448.41 9.50
7 34.7351 0.75 16923.5 0.45 1554.39 2.80
9 38.9535 1.30 16805.9 1.14 1519.07 5.06
11 38.2400 9.2 6 16923.5 0.45 1519.07 5.06
REGRESSION 0.8 0.48 0.53
As an indication of program efficiency, figure 4 shows
a spectrum to which 3 % noise was added and then filtered
via FFTRESOLVE. Table 5 shows the input and output of the
parameters of figure 4. The last row in Table 5 shows the %
errors in the parameters. These errors are comparable to
those displayed in Table 2, which were obtained from spectra
without noise.
Looking for the Best Model
The efficiency of FFTRESOLVE in resolving fused peak
systems lies in its capability to calculate the coefficients
using equation (22). These coefficients are directly related
to the peak heights. Thus as long as the peak positions and
-39-
Flg. 4: (continued next page)
\
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Flg. 4-t Efftelency of FFTRESOLVE* (a) noisy signal in the
time domain; (b) transformed and filtered signal in the
frequency domain; (,c) the filtered signal in the time
domain; (d) the peak components which make up the fused
signals




















half-widths of the component peaks are known, the solution
of the said equations will give the required models. This
statement is supported by figure 5, where an error of up to
50%, (see Table 6), was introduced to the peak heights (the
correct peak heights are 40.00 and 30.00 for RANDl and BAND2
respectively) while the other peak parameters were kept
constant. The resulting peak heights deviated from the
original input by only 1.7%. It was on this basis that
3
Binkley and Dessy calculated the concentrations of some
species in a sample.
While the magnitudes of peak position and half-widths
affect the magnitude of the resulting spatial frequencies,
there is no quantitative measure of by how much these
frequencies are affected. This problem calls for guessing
the initial values and then optimizing them as was described
in the THEORY section. This approach almost guarantees that
an acceptable model will be found, although at the expense
of the computer time. Another setback of this approach is
that it assumes that the parameters are off from the correct
values by the same percentage. Whatever the case is, the
plotted graph is the best indicator of whether the model was
good or not.
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Table Input and Output Parameters of Fig. 5.
Model Input
PEAK HEIGHT PEAK POSITION PEAK WIDTH
BANDl 20.00 16000.00 1400.00
BAND2 15.00 18000.00 1420.00
Output of the above Model
BANDl 40 .3350 15982.4 1413.09











TIME DOMAIN Tim TiME DOMAIN
25100 10100
Fig. 5; Plot of a signal and its proposed model, (a) Before
running FFTRESOLVE.Peak heights of the model are off by 50%
(b) After running FFTRESOLVE. Peak heights of the model are




Zero-filling is used to meet the condition that the
number of points to be transformed be N - 2^. Changing the
number of points in the time-domain also changes the
abscissa interval which will thus affect the peak position.
Table 7 shows the input and output of the peak parameters
under different observations of zero-fi11ing. Figure 6
displays the graphs corresponding to Table 7.
In the case of figure 6(a), the graph output is good,
but the actual values of the peak position and half-width
are greatly affected. The peak heights are not affected. In
figure 6(b), the model will not fit the fused peak system
since zero-filling pushes the fused peaks to the left. Thus
if the fused peak has 200 points, so must the models. Figure
6(c) shows properly zero-filled fused peak and model. The
output of peak parameters is as expected, with % average
deviations of 0.012, 0.10 and 0.13 for the peak heights,
peak positions and peak widths respectively (see Table 7).
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BANDl 39.9913 14688.2 1095.14
BAND2 29.9995 17041.2 1095.14
Output Parameters (b)
BANDl 43.9419 15982.4 1413.09
BAND2 6.8187 18982.4 1377.76
Output Parameters (c)
BANDl 39.9913 15982.9 1401.78
BAND2 29.9995 18984.7 1401.78
%Ave.Dev. 0.012 0.10 0.13
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Flg. Effects of zero-filling on the peak parameters,
(a) zero-filling done on the signal and the model, hut the
RANGE not corrected for zero-filling; (b) zero-filling done
on the signal but not on the models; (c) zero-filling done




FFTRESOLVE was applied on some experimental data. A
2
fused chromatogram of polymeric plasticizers was obtained
and completely resolved Into Its peak components as shown In
f Igure 7 .
An NMR spectrum of urea-forma1dehyde prepolymer,
consisting of 7 peaks, which had been resolved on an FT-NMR
2 0
spectrometer , was also successfully resolved by
FFTRESOLVE ,as shown In figure 8.
2 1
A UV-VIS spectrum of Iron(II) complex







Pip. 7; A chromatogram signal of plasticizer C polymer,
(a) fused "signal, (b) fused signal and its components. Data
obtained by digitizing the graph in reference [2].
(a) (b)
Fig. 8: The NMR spectrum of u r e a - f o r ma 1 d e h y d e
prepolymer.- (a) before its resolution, (b) after it was




Ttx, A. p^Loe of th« 117—VIS spocctuni of Iroa(II)
cosplox an^ its poalc eoxpoaaacs*. OaCa obealnad by dlglelzlng
eha graph lx rafaranea [2^11*'
Conclusion
FFTRESOLVE is a versatile program which can be used to
perforin digital filtering and resolve fused peak systems. It
has been successfully applied to spectra arising from
chromatographic separations, UV-VIS and NMR experiments. It
can indeed be applied In determining concentrations of
species that co-exist in solutions by using the multiple
wavelength spectroscopy methods^^. Its reliability rests
mainly on how well the peak positions and peak widths at
half peak height can be estimated from the fused peak
system. It is possible to extend this program so that the
peak positions can be determined by taking the first
derivative of the points describing the fused peak system. A
differential theorem of FT could be used to perform such an
operation.
The errors reported in the peak parameters may be due
to the single precision mode which the APPLE II uses. Better
results should be obtained in a double precision mode such
as used by the IBM PC to which this program will be





(*THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO SMOOTHEN MOI'SYSPECTRA AND
TO RESOLVE FUSED PEAKS.IT IS BASED ON THE FFT
PROGRAM AS PUBLISHED BY JAMES W.COOPER[15]




























(*DO FORWARD & INVERSE TRANSFORM ON REAL DATA*)
VAR DATIN,DATO,DATA,DATFWD,DATOUT:FILK OF REAL;
SIGMA,LIMSIGMA,DECREMENT,FREQ,SSQR,TEMP:REAL;
PROCEDURE POINTS;




FOR I:=l TO ASIZE DO
X[I];-0;
RESET(DATIN, *;NOISE ’ ) ; (*OPEN FILE FOR INPUT*)
(*READ FILE,A NUMBER AT A TIME*)
I:=0;
WHILE NOT EOF(DATIN) DO
BEGIN
I:=I+1;
X[I]:=DATIN©;(*GET EACH REAL NUMBER FROM FILE WINDOW*)
GET(DATIN)
END; (*WHILE* )
N1:=I;(*SAVE TOTAL READ IN*)
IF I IN [20..64] THEN N:»64;
IF I IN [65..128] THEN N:= 128;
IF I IN [129..256] THEN N;=- 256 ;
IF I < N THEN
FOR J:-(I+1) Tt) N DO
X[J] :=0.0;(*ZERO FILLING*)








(*EWT=>EQUIVALENT WIDTH IN TIME DOMAIN*)






IF GL=’L’ THEN EWT:=TKETA*PI2;
EWF : =1 /EWT;
(*RANGE=>EXPERIMENTAL RANGE*)





(*NBPTS=>NUMBER OF POINTS RETAINED*)
NBPTS:“ROUND((EWF*N2)/FMAX);
WRITELN(INT,'POINTS RETAINED*',NBPTS:3);
FOR I:=(NBPTS+1) TO N2 DO
X[I]:=0;
N3:“N2+NBPTS;















N3:=N DIV 2 +1;
N4:=N2+NBPTS;
K:=NBPTS;















(♦OBTAIN MINIMUM SUM OF SQRS OF DEVIATIONS*)














(♦DIVIDE ARRAY BY 4 BEFORE PRE-POST*)
BEGIN
FOR I:«=2 TO N2 DO
X[I]:=X[I]/4;
(♦1ST AND (N2+1)TH POINTS REMAIN THE SAME*)



















(*DETERMINE CUTOFF POINT IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN*)
BEGIN




REWRITE(DATFWD, ’ /M :NOISEFWD’);






IF GL='G’ THEN WRITELN(INT,'SIGMA=',SIGMA:10:2);
IF GL='L' THEN WRITELN(INT,'THETA=',THETA:10:2);
FFTINV;
REWRITE(DATOUT,'#4:FINAL');




















UNTIL ((TEMP < SSOR) OR (THETA <- LIMSIGMA));
RESET(DATFWD,'#4:NOISEFWD');
I;-0;











(*SYNTHESIZES MODELS,FOURIER TRANSFORM THEM





(*MAKE MODELS FROM ESTIMATED PARAMETERS*)
BEGIN
FOR I:»l TO N1 DO X[I]:=0;
INCR:=RANGE/(Nl-1) ;







IF N1 < N THEN (*ZERO FILLING*)
FOR I:=(N1+1) TO N DO X[I];»0
END;(*GAUSSIAN*)
PROCEDURE LORENTZIAN;
(*MAKE MODELS FROM ESTIMATED PARAMETERS*)
BEGIN
FOR I:=l TO N1 DO X[I]:=0;
INCR:“RANGE/(Nl-1);







IF N1 < N THEN (*ZER0 FILLING*)
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N3:-N DIV 2 +1;
N4:-N2+NBPTS;
K;=NBPTS;

















FOR NB;=1 TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
IF GL=*'G’ THEN GAUSSIAN;


























FOR I;=l TO NBPTS DO
BEGIN






PROCEDURE SETMATRIX(VAR M:MODELMAT;VAR OBSrVECTOR);




(♦OBTAIN (MTM)-l FROM MODEL AND STORE IN MTM^)
FOR I:=l TO NBPTS DO
BEGIN





FOR I:=*l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
FOR J:-l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
MTMtl,J]:=0;




(♦OBTAIN (KTO) AND STORE *)
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FOR I:-l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
MTO[I];-0.0;




PROCEDURE MATINV(VAR A;MATRIX;NtMATDIM;VAR DETERM;REAL);
(*MATRIX INVERSION ACCORDING TO JOHNSON[X]
A»> N BY N REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX,N=> MATRIX












FOR J:=l TO N DO
BEGIN
IF IPV[J,3] <> 1.0 THEN
BEGIN
FOR K:-l TO N DO
BEGIN
IF IPV[K,3] <> 1.0 THEN















IF IROW <> ICOLUMN THEN





















FOR L:=»l TO N DO
A[ICOLUMN,L]:=A[ICOLUMN,L]/PIVOT
FOR Ll:=l TO N DO































PROCEDURE MODELOBSERVED(VAR M:MODELMAT;VAR OBS:VECTOR);
(*CALCULATES NEW MODELS FROM BETA'S.
M IS THE MATRIX HOLDING FREQUENCIES OF MODELS,
OBS IS AN ARRAY OF THE REALS & IMAG OF OBSERVED*)
VAR TEMP:MODELMAT;
BEGIN
FOR I:=l TO NBPTS DO
BEGIN
SUMFREQ[I]:-0.0;







(*STORE NEW MODEL(TEMP) IN MATRIX MODEL*)
FOR I:“l TO NBPTS DO
BEGIN















FOR I:“I TO NBPTS DO
BEGIN




OBSl:=SQR(0BS1/(2*NBPTS ) ) ;
CORRELATE;-SQRT(1-SUMSQR/(0BS2-0BS1 ) ) ;




FOR I:=l TO NBPTS DO
WRITELN(INT,OBSREAL[I];30:4,MR[I]:30;4) ;

























NBPTS:= N DIV 2;
CLOSE(DATIN,LOCK)
END;(*INPUT*)
PROCEDURE SOLNS(VAR M:MATRIX;VAR MO;VECTOR;VAR BETA:SMALLVECTOR)
(*MULTIPLY MTM .DEFINED IN SETUP,BY MTO*)
VAR TEMP;REAL;
BEGIN
FOR I;»l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
BETA[I];-0.0;












(*RE-MAKE REAL-IMAGINARY ARRAYS AND STORE*)
VAR DAT:FILE OF REAL;
KiINTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I;=l TO NBPTS DO
X [ I ] ; “MODEREAL [ I, J ] *,
K:=0;















(*CALCULATES AVERAGES OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE
REAL AND IMAGINARY MODELS *)
BEGIN
















RESET(DATA , ’ #4:OBSERVED') ;
I:-0;









FOR I:-l TO NBPTS DO
OBSREAL[I]:=Y[I];
K:-0;





FOR CNT:-1 TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
INPUT(Y);
FOR I:=l TO NBPTS DO
MODEREAL[I,CNT]:=Y[I];
K;-0;












IF D=0.0 THEN WRITELN('MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
ELSE
BEGIN
FOR I:-l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN










IF D=0.0 THEN WRITELN('MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
ELSE
BEGIN
FOR I;=l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN










FOR I:=l TO NBPTS DO
MI[I]:“SUMFREQ[I];
MODELOBSERVED(MODEREAL.OBSREAL);

















(*$N+*) (*UNITS IN LIBRARIES EXCLUDED UNTIL CALLED*)
REWRITE(INT,'PRINTER;');(*OPEN FILE FOR HARD COPY*)
WRITELN;
HEADER;
RESET (FI , '(^4 : MASTER' );
(*OBTAIN CUTOFF POINT ON FUSED PEAK*)
TRANSFORM;
(*MAKE MODELS AND TRANSFORM THEM;STORE POINTS.*)
READLN(F1,INIT,TOTB.DIRECTION) ;
FOR I:="l TO TOTB DO
READLN(F1.ABSORB[I].WAVEMAX[I].WID[I]);














UNTIL SUMSQR > TEMPSS;
FOR I;=l TO TOTB DO









FOR I:“l TO TOTB DO
WAVEMAX[I];-WAVEMAX[I]+WAVEMAX[I]*0 .005;
(*INCREMENT POSITION BY 0.5%*)
MODELS;
SIMULSOLVE;
UNTIL SUMSQR > TEMPSS;
FOR I:-l TO TOTB DO
WAVEMAX[I];-WAVEMAX[I]-WAVEMAX[I]*0.00 5 ;
END; (*IF*)
(*GET OUT OF THE LEAST-SQUARES*)
CONTROL:-CONTROL+1;
MODELS;




(*RE-BUILD FREQUENCY POINTS AND DO INVERSE*)
CONSTRUCT;
CLEARSCREEN;








(*MODEREAL & MODEIMAG ARE ARRAYS OF REAL & IMAGINARY SPATIAL




















FOR Ir»l TO NBPTS DO
MODEREAL[I,J]:-X[I];
K:»0;







(*DIVIDE ARRAY BY 4 BEFORE PRE-POST*)
BEGIN
FOR I:-2 TO N2 DO
X[I]:=X[I]/4;
(*1ST AND (N2+1)TH POINTS REMAIN THE SAME*)













(*STORES POINTS OF MODEL AFTER FFT INVERSE*)
VAR DATOUTiFILE OF REAL;
BEGIN
REWRITE(DATOUT,FILEl[J]);




















FOR I;-N4 TO N DO
X[I]:-0;


































IF J < K THEN
IF X <= TEMP THEN JJJ:-J;























WRITELN (INT. ' ’ : 50) ;
WRITELN(INT.'FINAL OUTPUT OF PARAMETERS':50);
WRITELN(INT. ' ' : 50) ;
WRITELN;





































WRITELN(CHR(12 ) ) (*CTL-L*)
END;
PROCEDURE VIEWGRAPH;




















(*SETUP BEFORE ACTUAL PLOT*)
BEGIN
YMAX:=0.0;YMIN:=0.0;
RESET (DAT IN, '//4; FINAL' );
I;*0;




IF X > YMAX THEN YMAX:=X;
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IF X < YMIN THEN YMIN;-X;.
GET(DATIN)
END; )


































FOR I;-l TO 100 DO;(*REST*)

















































WRITELN('(I) PROGRAM FFTRESOLVE SMOOTHENS A’);
WRITELNC'NOISY SPECTRUM VIA ISENHOUR METHOD[X] OF ');
WRITELNC'DETERMINING THE CUTOFF FREQUENCY.');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC ' (II) IT PERFORMS CURVE DECONVOLUTION ');
WRITELNC'IN the SPATIAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN ON THE');
WRITELNC'BASIS OF THE FT LINEARITY THEOREM.');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC'PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE');
READLN(CH);CLEARSCREEN;
WRITELNC'(III) A LEAST-SQUARES METHOD IS USED FOR')
WRITELNC'FITTING MODEL FREQUENCIES INTO THE');
WRITELNC'FUSED PEAK FREQUENCIES.');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC'(IV) IN THE TIME DOMAIN,PEAK PARAMETERS');
WRITELNC'ARE ESTIMATED.THE DECONVOLUTED PEAKS');
WRITELNC'ALONG WITH THE FUSED PEAK ARE ');
WRITELNC'DISPLAYED ON THE VIDEO SCREEN.');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC ' (VI) A HARD COPY OF THE GRAPH MAY BE');
WRITELNC'OBTAINED ON THE SILENTYPE . ');
WRITELN;























WRITELNC • » *’UPDATED:6/27/83.’);
WRITELN;
WRITELN(/PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE’);
READLN(CH);
CLEARSCREEN;






CLEARSCREEN;-WRITELNCINT,’DATE: ’ :20, ’ . ’,DATE);
WRITELNC’YOU ARE NOW ON YOUR WAY.GOOD LUCK!');
WRITELN;












(♦CREATES #4:MASTER FOR FFTRESOLVE.ALL INPUT THAT WOULD
OTHERWISE BE ENTERED VIA THE KEYBOARD IS ENTERED IN
THIS FILE. *)



















FOR I:=l TO TOTB DO
READLN(EMAX[I],WAVEMAX[I],WID[I]);
WRITELN('ENTER FILENAMES TO HOLD FREQUENCIES');
FOR I:»l TO TOTB DO
READLN(FILE4[I]);
WRITELN('ENTER FILENAMES TO HOLD PEAK-POINTS');
FOR I;=l TO TOTB DO
READLN(FILE1[I]);
WRITELN('ENTER THE INITIAL POINT ON GRAPH');
READLN(INITIAL);




(♦WRITE TO MASTER FILE*)
BEGIN
REWRITE(FI,'#4;MASTER');
WRITELN(F1,RANGE , ' ',THETA,' ',DECREMENT);
WRITELN(F1,GL);
WRITELN(F1,INIT,' ',TOTB,' '.DIRECTION);
FOR I:=l TO TOTB DO
WRITELN(F1,EMAX[I],' ',WAVEMAX[I],' ',WID[I]);
FOR I:=l TO TOTB DO
WRITELN(F1,FILE4[I]);









(*READ DATA FROM MASTER AND OBTAIN HARD COPY*)
BEGIN
WRITELN(INT.'INPUT FOR FFTRESOLVE’:30);






WRITELN (INT.'GL ) ;
READLN(F1.INIT.TOTB.DIRECTION) ;
WRITELNdNT.INIT. ' '.TOTB.' '.DIRECTION);
















RE ADLN (FI .FINAL) ‘.WRITELN (INT, FINAL ) ;

















(* THIS PROGRAM WILL CREATE FILES OF REAL NUMBERS
A^D ALSO READ THEM. *)
PROGRAM RITERID(INPUT,OUTPUT);















































WRITELNC'MENU; R)EAD FILE,W)RITE FILE')
READ(RW);WRITELN;


































WRITELN('ENTER INITIAL WAVENUMBER,RANGE,TTLNUMPTS') ;
WRITELNC'AND TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS’);
READLNCXINIT,RANGE,TTLNUMPTS,TOTB);
CLEARSCREEN;





WRITELN('ENTER WAVEMAX,ABSMAX AND BANDWIDTH');
WRITELN(INT, ' ' : 50);
WRITELN(INT,'INPUT PEAK PARAMETERS':40);
















END; (*OF PROCEDURE VALUES*)
PROCEDURE GAUSSCOMP;
BEGIN
WRITELN('ENTER FILENAMES TO HOLD POINTS’);
WRITELN(’OF THE PEAK COMPONENTS.’);
FOR J:=l TO TOTB DO
READLN(FILE2[J]);CLEARSCREEN;
WRITELNC’CALCULATION IN PROGRESS:’);
FOR J:=l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
REWRITE(DAT2,FILE2[J]);













(*CALCULATE SUM OF COMPONENTS OF ABSORPTIVITIES*)
BEGIN
REPEAT
WRITELNC’DO FREQUENCIES I)NCREASE OR D)ECREASE?’);
READ(CH);WRITELN;CLEARSCREEN;





FOR K:=l TO TTLNUMPTS DO
BEGIN
SPECT[K]:=0;

















WRITELN('ENTER FILENAMES TO HOLD POINTS');
WRITELN('OF THE PEAK COMPONENTS.');
FOR J:»l TO TOTB DO
READLN(FILE2[J] ) ;CLEARSCREEN;
FOR J:“l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
REWRITE(DAT2,FILE2[J]) ;













(*CALCULATE SUM OF COMPONENTS OF ABSORPTIVITIES*)
BEGIN
REPEAT
WRITELN('DO FREQUENCIES I)NCREASE OR D)ECREASE?');
READ(CH);WRITELN;CLEARSCREEN;





FOR K:=l TO TTLNUMPTS DO
BEGIN
SPECT[K]:=0;
FOR I:*l TO TOTB DO
BEGIN
LAMDA;=XINIT+XINCR*(K-1);











































IF X > YMAX THEN YMAX:=X;













WRITELN('ENTER INITIAL AND FINAL STRINGS FOR')




























FOR I;-l TO 100 DO;(*REST*)



































(*NOISE ADDED IN RANGE OF +2.5 TO -2.5


















IF X > YMAX THEN YMAX:=X;


















































WRITELN('WANT TO ADD NOISE TO SPECTRUM?Y/N');
READ(CH);WRITELN;





(*DATA FILE FOR FFT*)



























WRITELNC'PROGRAM SPECTRUM SIMULATES THE');
WRITELNC'ADDITIVITY OF ABSORPTION CURVES');
WRITELNCTO GIVE A COMPOSITE SPECTRUM...');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC' <PRESS RETURN> ');
READLN(CH);
CLEARSCREEN;
WRITELNC'IT PROVIDES SYNTHETIC DATA FOR INPUT');
WRITELNC'IN PROGRAM FFTRESOLVE.');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC' <PRESS RETURN> ');
READLN(CH);
CLEARSCREEN;
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